
Yá’át’ééh Souls
I’m Jo’Hán Chánt’Ney, I belong to the Dine’ Tribe in Grand Canyon in Arizona

From my Cosmic Knowledge I feel to give you a Message to you all. The message is this following my breath…

“
Awaken the awareness  and consciousness  that  has been given  to  you by the creative  force of the Cosmos and that is
subsequently manipulated by false religions and spiritual beliefs.
Let the emotions free to manifest authentic. Don’t be afraid of contact between humans
Dedicate time to smile for life as an opportunity for existence and wonderful experience.
Do not listen to news that you have never been present at the event.
Recover the values and knowledge that will allow you to stay alive in accordance with your choices or others will do it for
you without any respect. Don’t waste time and money trying to control phenomena that are not real.
Have more confidence in yourself than you are brave to trust false deities, prophecies and promises of love and peace.

All that you humans have to discover and understand is within you in a silent form that awaits the knocking of a Being who
invites you to come out of your dark side, from confusion, from fears and unnecessary suffering.
Rebuild your world with a great conscience in knowing who to be, instead of praying to have something you are not.
Cosmic families await your change before they can reach out to you in the dignity of the evolution of special beings such as
humans.
Ask yourselves how much is human in you. Ask yourself why you are walking on a path of destruction. In reality you are
standing still doing nothing because others do it with the abuse of your ignorance and laziness.
?What future to expect if there is no knowledge of the truth of the present?

I am here among you to remind you of the strength you have and the ability to always find the best to continue without
effort.  The world is simple in its dance since its origin. You humans have created a virtual world that dominates you.
Dominate yourself.
You wish each other many beautiful things every year and every year you inflict the most inhuman punishments possible.
I invite you once again to stop all this. Enough!
Stop and listen! The paths of life that lead to the realization of the cosmic experience are many and are all open to anyone
who intends to evolve.  It is your decision whether to cross them or to double them.
In humanity around me I observe much inconsistency more than any suffering. This hurts Me very much. I also observe the
fatigue of your actions that seek temporary remedies. With prayer I address to you: let me see again the Beauty that you are
and that you generate, let me listen to your Songs of Blessing, let me smile again of your ironies.
Grant my emotional heart to find a balance among you peoples of the earth. Let me open the Essence that I am to welcome
you all in the embrace of the frequency of Sound and Light. Do not stop the Music of Life in its Harmony of Creation. They
are a seed of the universe that breathes the meaning of Existence, the Cosmos.
On this planet dominated by creatures like you, the difficulties in living it are many. 
The cosmic family to which I belong, has brought me back here four times. My mission has almost come to an end.
They believe in me as I believe in you and above all... before I leave this planet... I ask you with kindness and prayer to
resume believing in you.

In the tender accent of the Universes, now here my blessings and May You Walk in Beauty, now and everywhere.
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‘Ahe’hee - Thanks


